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Introduction: 
Scientific Insect was contacted to control an insect at a new construction mid-rise apartment 
complex.  Upon inspection, the tech could not identify the insect in question; a specimen 
was collected and brought to Scientific Insects lab for identification. 
 
The tech contacted his supervisor for guidance as how to proceed. The supervisor 
determined that it was likely an occasional invader and could be controlled with an 
insecticide that had a repelling effect and the requested units were treated with Talstar.  
The insect was received at the lab and identified as a (PMB) Plaster and Mold Beetle.  This 
was confirmed by NPMA Field Guide and the Mallis Handbook on Pest Control.   
 
Plaster and Mold Beetles are rare, they usually are found in new construction were a 
weather event (usually hurricanes) has caused a considerably higher than normal moisture 
level in elements of construction such as lumber, drywall, and floor coverings.  High levels 
of moisture create an ideal matrix for mold spores to take root.  The beetle will feed upon 
the mold.  There were a considerable number of beetles found in and around windows 
especially on the north facing units.  There would be 10-20 insect found in each unit on a 
consistent basis. This lead us to believe that there may have higher levels of moisture than 
normal in this building.  Management was informed and Scientific Insect Control requested 
to conduct a more detailed inspection with the use of a moisture meter to determine the 
levels of moisture and to identify the source of the beetles.   
 
Findings: 
Exterior Inspection 

• Walls:  Exterior walls were wet (likely due to heavy rains the previous two days) with 
some water wicking up behind wall coverings. 

• Loose roof shingles:  There were two roof shingles that could be seen from the 
ground flapping in the wind. We investigated the attic near these loose shingles. 

• Leaking portico roof (water dripping): There was water dripping from the portico both 
in the front and in the rear of the building. The front leak was to the right of the door 
in the interior corner. The rear leak was to the right and left of the front door near the 
interior corner. 

• Hardieplank lap siding were wicking water +30%:  The exterior lap siding was 
wicking water at the bottom of the hardieplank and at the points were the lap siding 
was nailed to the building.  The moisture levels were above 30% at all point of 
measurement and we took about 80 measurements.  



• Flashing around air vents:  The flashing around exhaust air vents was non- existing. 
 Additionally there were at least two vents in which birds had started nesting. 
 Several vents had the covers missing. 

• Flashing around HVAC 15%:  The flashing around the HVAC units are allowing 
moisture to enter the utility closet in the individual units (see utility closets below). 

·         

 Interior Inspection 
• Attic space 9%:  While in the attics spaces we inspected the areas near the loose 

roof shingles and saw water stains on the roof boards.  The average moisture 
reading in the attic was 9%. 

o  Rafter:  The rafter seemed dry with low moisture readings. 
o Roofing:  The roofing boards were indicating higher moisture readings with 

measurements in the 11-16% range 
o Ridge:  The roof ridge appeared dry with 7-9% moisture readings 

 
Units 

• Window frames:  The moisture reading around the windows were low 3-7% 
• HVAC closets:  The utility closets had higher readings 11-15% especially around the 

drip lines drains and at the point where exterior air intakes. 
• Exterior wall drywall:  The moisture reading on the drywall on exterior walls were low 

3-7%   
 
Common Areas:  All common areas moisture readings were 3-5% including the following 

• Hallways 
• Utility closets 
• Community areas 
• Offices 

 
Landscaping 

• Retention pools:  The retention pools were not flooded even with the heavy rain the 
previous two days. 

• Sod: The sod was saturated with water and there was pooling in many locations. 
• Flower beds:  The flower beds were wet and moisture was wicking up the exterior 

walls. 
 
Additional findings: It was determined after interviews with the developer and the contractor 
that a weather event (heavy and frequent snowfall) had affected the building process and 
that higher levels of moisture were present before the building could be put under roof and 
enclosed. 
 
Conclusion: The building does have higher than normal moisture levels over all.  The 
interior and attic readings do not indicate any additional action.  It would be prudent to 
reduce the interior moisture by two to three weeks of dehumidifying with several large 
portable (commercial grade) dehumidifying equipment.  The exterior lap siding is 
problematic.  The moisture levels are high and action is indicated.  The moisture levels have 
created an ideal habitat for the Plaster and Mold Beetle.  I have concluded that the beetles 



are infesting the void between the exterior siding and the interior drywall.  They are exiting 
the void on the exterior and re-entering the building through the windows. 
 
 
Recommendations: Reduce overall moisture levels through de-humidifying service.  Dry out 
lap siding.  Treat exterior wall voids with insecticidal dust.  The interior areas should have a 
crack and crevice treatment with an insecticide that has a repelling agent.  The exterior 
walls should have an exterior perimeter treatment that includes crack and crevices. 

 

 


